Scientific Games Casts Magical Spells For Players With New Release
Perfect Potions Megaways™
Captivating gameplay features expanding reels and a chance to secure huge wins
LAS VEGAS – April 22, 2021 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific Games”
or the “Company”) has unveiled its latest iGaming release Perfect Potions Megaways™, featuring
expanding reels and a unique twist on the popular mechanic.
Inspired by the iconic Merlin theme, the Company’s new slot breaks the mould of traditional
Megaways™ games with the addition of magical potions that sit above the reels, which move down
the reels through each cascading win.
Should a potion reach the cauldron positioned below the reels, it will either expand the reel or add an
expanding wild. During free spins, expanding reels remain fixed in position with the possibility of
Megaways™ growing up to thousands of ways.
The strong mechanics are backed with an attractive front-end design, mystical soundtrack and
responsible gambling tools resulting in an immersive gaming experience for players.
The release of Perfect Potions Megaways™ further expands the Company’s portfolio of games that
incorporate the hugely popular mechanic. In June, Scientific Games will launch its highly-anticipated
game Invaders Megaways™ - a feature-rich slot with quality graphics that epitomizes the new
direction the developer is heading with its iGaming content.
Rob Procter, Content Specialist Director, Digital at Scientific Games, said: “Megaways™ remains as
popular as ever with players, but we’ve pushed the boundaries with our latest magical creation to
ensure it stands out from the crowd and offers players a brand-new experience.
“With the potions dropping through the reels and modifying both the base gameplay and Free Spins,
Perfect Potions Megaways is a truly unique way of enjoying the industry’s highly sought-after
mechanic. We’re particularly proud of developing such a complex game, which visually looks
stunning.”
To download the game’s assets and play a demo version, please visit:
https://www.sgdigital.com/opengaming/game-perfect-potions-megaways.html
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About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering dynamic
games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and sports betting.
Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content,
advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed to responsible
gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging
entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more information, please
visit scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the
U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by
words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current
expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or
performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as
predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described
in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including Scientific Games’
current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K
filed with the SEC on March 1, 2021 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements" and
"Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for
Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games
undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.

